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[57] ABSTRACT 
Blasting system for particles, e.g., air blast of ?ne 

abrasive particles, having an non-clogging feed device 
and a reliable, long-lasting on-off valve system acting 
upon a resilient hose. The feed device features: hour 
glass type particle metering into an air stream; coun 
tercurrent air percolation from air conduit through the 
particle metering ori?ce; and air turbulence at the ori 
?ce in a constant diameter region of the conduit. The 
valve member features: a ball member pressed against 
a resilient passage toward a pair of opposing ball 
members; adjustment devices for adjusting initial de 
pression of each of the pair of ball members into the 
hose; air pressure actuation of the one ball member; 
and actuation increasing the depression of each of the 
pair of ball members to urge the respective resilient 
wall portion into conformity with the opposite wall of 
the conduit and reverse depression effect at the cen 
tral ball member, cooperating to choke off the flow. A 
removable metering member de?ning the hourglass 
con?guration ori?ce and transverse air passage per 
mits replacement of the most active, hence wear 
exposed, portion of the system. 

21 Claims, 10 Drawing Figures 
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PARTICLE BLASTING 

This invention concerns blasting systems of the type 
in which ?ne particles or :abrading powders can be en 
trained and driven by a stream of air and directed 
against an object, e.g., for cutting, polishing, or deposit 
ing. Typical abrading substances have particle sizes in 
the 5 to 50 micron range, are such as aluminum oxide, 
silicon carbide, glass beads, ground corncobs, and bak 

' ing soda, and area used for the purpose of trimming 
electrical resistors, polishing electrical parts and re 
moving material from green carbide matrices prior to 
sintering for forming carbides. 

Prior art particle blasting systems, particularly those 
for ?ne particles and powders,‘ encounter: problems in 
maintaining non-clogging flow of the particles into the 
air stream over the range of operating ?ows; problems 
in avoiding clogging of the air lines during shut-off and 
start-up procedures; and problems in rapidly stopping 
the air-particle flow when desired, for instance, when 
removing and inserting new parts to be processed. 
Other prior art problems involve complexity of 

mechanism and procedure, wear and short life of ma 
chine components, dif?culty of maintenance, and high 
cost. 

It is the object of the invention to provide a system 
having improved performance in these and other ways. 

The invention concerns a blasting system including a' 
conduit for air. from a pressurized source, a supply 
chamber for particles, a device for introducing the par 
ticles to the air as it ?ows in the conduit, and a shut-off 
valve for rapidly terminating the flow of air-particle 
mixture. Features of the invention are: a supply cham 
ber having an outlet in its bottom communicating with 
the conduit through a restricted ori?ce for gravity feed 
of particles to the air flow, the chamber being other 
wise effectively closed and the ori?ce and conduit con 
structed and arranged so that air from the conduit 
passes through the ori?ce into the supply chamber in 
response to and to replace particles moving oppositely 
from the chamber through the ori?ce to the air ?ow; a 
second chamber below the conduit, the second cham 
ber having an ori?ce positioned in the immediate vicin 
ity of the ?rst ori?ce to receive excess particles and to 
maintain particle ?ow even when the air flow is inter 
rupted, and ‘this arrangement in which the ?rst ori?ce 
is positioned to discharge from the particle supply 
chamber into the air conduit and the second ori?ce is 
in substantial vertical alignment with the ?rst ori?ce 
and extends downwardly to the second receiving cham 
ber; any of the above constructions wherein the ori?ce 
of the supply chamber'is smaller in ?ow cross section 
than the cross section of the air conduit or where the 
orifice is less than one-sixteenth inch in diameter and 
the conduit is less than one-eighth inch in diameter; any 
of the foregoing wherein the feeding device is formed 
by a removable member of solid material providing a 
passage defining the air conduit, a perpendicular hole 
(the ori?ce), diverging outwardly de?ning a funnel for 
particles from the- supply chamber; and any of the 
above wherein the supply and‘ secondary chambers 
combine to form effectively an hourglass con?guration _ 
and the air conduit extends through'the neck portion 
of the hourglass con?guration at an angle to the hour 
glass-?ow axis through the neck region. Also featured 
are a removable member de?ning the hourglass con?g 
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lation of the assembly about an axis through the meter 
ing. device. The shut-off valve member features a sec 
tion of conduit downstream of the particle supply ori 
?ce, a pair of ball members positioned on one side of 
the conduit and a ball member positioned on the other 
side together with means for urging the one ball mem 
ber relatively toward the other two to cooperatively de 
form the resilient conduit and choke ?ow there 
through, preferably with the ball members urged to 
gether in response to air pressure. 
The invention also features an. hourglass con?gura 

tion of the supply and vreceiving chambers per se, in _ 
which the air conduit passes through the neck of the 
‘hourglass con?guration at'an angle to the undisturbed 
hourglass ?ow of particles; this con?guration wherein 
the ori?ces of the two chambers are of identical cross 
section and the ?ow conduit is of constant cross section 
in the neck region of the hourglass con?guration; and 
this con?guration in which the two chambers are in 
vertable. ' 

These and other features and advantages of the in 
vention will be understood from the following descrip 
tion of the presently preferred embodiment taken in 
conjunction with the drawingsv wherein: 
FIG. 1 is a diagrammatic partially sectional assembly 

drawing of a preferred embodiment adapted for abra 
sive particle blasting; ~ 
FIG. 2 is a diagrammatic sectional view of the abra 

sive feed device of the embodiment; 
FIG. 3 is a perspective view of the removable meter 

ing device of the assembly of FIG. 2; 
FIG. 4 is a diagrammatic view of a rotatable, oscillat 

able embodiment of the system of FIGS. 1 through 3; 

FIG. 5 is a cross-sectional view of the valve member 
of the preferred embodiment of FIG. 1; 
FIG. 6 is a diagram of an operating portion of the em 

bodiment of FIG. 5 with a different hose con?guration; 

FIGS. 7 and 7a are cross sections taken on line 7—7 
of FIG. 6 at selected positions during operation; and 
FIGS. 8 and 8a are views similar to FIG. 7 taken on 

line 8—8 of FIG. 6. _ 

Referring to FIG. 1, the abrading system includes a 
dry box 10, an air—abrasive blast nozzle 20, an air 
abrasive shut-off valve 30, and an abrasive feed device 
40 for introducing abrasive to the air flow. The box 10 
includes an x-y slide assembly 11 for positioning a work 
piece beneath the nozzle 20,'hand access ports 12'for 
hand manipulation of the work piece beneath the noz 
zle 20, transparent cover 13 for allowing the operator 
to observe the abrasive action, and vent 14 for evacuat 
ing the box. The nozzle 20 is adjustable vertically in the 
direction of the arrows and is supplied by flexible hose 
22 which extends upstream through the shut-off valve 
30 to the abrasive feed device 40. The shut-off 30 is 
supplied with actuating air pressure Pa regulated by use 
of valve 31 and gauge 32, actuation of on-o?' lever 33 
being effective to apply the actuating pressure to the 
shut-off 30 to choke off the flow of air and abrasive 
particles. The hose 22 extends upstream from the shut 
off 30 to a ?tting 41 of the abrasive feed device 40 and 
a further hose 23 extends from the inlet ?tting 42 of the 
device to a regulator 43 connected to a source of pres 
surized air maintained, for instance, at 100 psi. The 
abrasive feed device includes a supply chamber 44 I 
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mounted above the hose 22 having removable cover 45 
for ?lling with abrasive and sealable to the top of the 
chamber 44 during operation. Lower, receiver cham 
ber 47 is positioned below the air hose and forms with 
the supply chamber 44 an hourglass con?guration with 
the air conduit ‘passing through the neck 48 of the 
hourlgass con?guration. The supply chamber 44 and 
the receiver chamber 47 are rotatably invertable about 
axis A to reverse their functions thereby to reuse abra 
sive collected in chamber 47. 
Referring to the diagram of the abrasive feeding de 

vice of this preferred embodiment, FIG. 2, the air con 
duit 50 cross section is constant throughout the abra 
sive feed region, of diameter d‘, 0.050 inch. The abra 
sive supply chamber 44 communicates through ori?ce 
52 with conduit 50, at the top thereof, the inlet diame 
ter d2 of the ori?ce (0.025 inch) being smaller than di 
ameter d, of the conduit. The chamber walls 54 leading 
upwardly from ori?ce 52 diverge at a 90° angle pro 
gressively to diameters ds and d4. . , 

Below ori?ce 52 is receiving ori?ce 56 having a di 
ameter d5 equal to diameter d2 and walls of the receiv 
ing chamber diverge downwardly to diameters ds and 
beyond. ' - 

Referring to FIGS. 2 and 3, the preferred construc 
tion of this device comprises a cylindrical body mem 
ber 60, e.g., of wear-resistant metal, having a longitudi 
nal'coaxial bore 62 de?ning- conduit 60 of FIG. 2 and 
a perpendicular bore 64 at the intersection of bore 62 
and tapering outwardly to form conical sections 66 and 
68. In the neck region of the hourglass con?guration of 
the supply and receiver chambers 44 and 47, a bore 70 
is provided for tightly ?tting diameter with body mem 
ber 60, the latter which is inserted therein and sealed 
thereto. The neck regions of chambers 44 and 47 have 
diverging walls 72 and 74 respectively which align with 
the diverging tapers of the body member 60. 

In operation a number of phenomena occur depend 
ing upon operating conditions and all of which can con, 
tribute to effective operation. Assuming no air flow 
through the device, clogging conditions can be avoided 
by the hourglass operation of chambers 44 and 47 
which meter a gradual ?ow of abrasive through ori?ce 
52 across the conduit 50 and through ori?ce 56 into the 
receiver chamber 47. During this flow, as abrasive par 
ticles move downwardly through ori?ce 52 under the 
force of gravity, a certain quantity of air percolates up 
wardly through ori?ce 52. 
Such continued dynamic abrasive flow conditions 

lead away from clogging problems. Also when the air 
supply P is activated, gravity displacement downwardly 
of the abrasive particles into the air stream from supply 
chamber 44 is accompanied, just as in an hourglass, 
with an upward percolation of air. I 
During operation, as air is forced through the conduit 

50, abrasive particles are entrained with the air, the 
amount of such particles entrained being dependent 
upon the ?ow velocity as well as on the selected diame 
ters of the various passages and the speci?cations of the 
abrasive. Under these flow conditions as an increasing 
amount of abrasive falls into the air stream, so. an in 
creasing amount of air percolates upward, the concen 
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exiting particles in the chamber. This countercurrent 
air flow tends to prevent packing of the particles to 
gether as would tend to cause clogging. 
The stream of abrasive particles from ori?ce 52 into 

the air stream, and to varying extent through the ori?ce 
56 depending upon how much of the abrasive particles 
are entrained by the air, constitutes in effect a resis 
tance screen against which the inlet air of conduit 50 
impinges. This has the effect of creating turbulent 
eddys in the region of the screen and an'attendant pres 
sure buildup, these air effects to an extent propagating 
upwardly to the ori?ce 52 as well as downwardly to ori 
?ce 56, further agitate and air-lubricate the particles. 

These various effects just mentioned participate in 
varying degrees, depending upon flow conditions, to 
produce non-clogging ?ow of abrasive particles at se 
lected delivery rates and in concert provide assurance 
for non-clogging steady mixing conditions over a wide 
possible range of flow conditions. 
By sizing the ori?ce smaller than the conduit, it 

serves as a go-no-go strainer preventing entry of over 
sized particles that canbe caught in the downstream 
hose. Also, due to the air percolating and eddy effects, 
such particles can be dislodged upwardly, thus being 
prevented from clogging ori?ce 52 and stopping the 
operation. ' 

The metering device per se is advantageously fonned 
as an elongated cylinder having a central bore, provid* 
ing the air conduit, and a radial bore provides the abra 
sive passage to the ori?ce at the intersection. The mem 
ber is removably inserted into a complementary cylin 
drical opening in the chamber assembly and sealed 
thereto with appropriate detachable ?ttings which per 
mit its replacement when worn. A conical diverging 
funnelling surfaceof the radial bore aligns with a com 
plementary upwardly ?aring conical surface of the sup 
ply chamber, the two cooperating to promote particle 
flow to the ori?ce. 
The abrasive-laden air, after leaving the metering de- . 

vice, passes through valve 30, then is directed to the 
dry box 10 where it impinges upon the work object. For 
maximum speed of production it is desired suddenly to 
stop this ?ow to enable work pieces to be moved or 
substituted. This is accomplished by the shutoff valve 
30. 
Referring to FIG. 4, the metering assembly of FIGS. 

1 through 3 is r'otatably mounted on axis B coincident 
with axis A of the air and metering conduit 50. A 180° 
reversible motor 79 is connected to rotate the assembly 
and with suitable controls, not shown, the motor ro 

- tates the assembly to invert chamber 44 at which time 
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tration of such air movement being in the region of the ' 
narrowest passage, at orifice 52, where the prior art 
vclogging problem has occurred. This air ?ow is en 
hanced by the‘ fact that the chamber 44 vis closed and 
prevents entry of air fromother regions to replace the 
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the motor reverses to right the chamber, this rotary os 
cillation continuing repeatedly. This oscillation is effec 
tive ‘to maintain in agitated condition the contents of 
the chambers. Thus even such a ?ne matrial as baking 
soda, which tends to adhere to the walls of the cham 
ber, is loosened and caused to ?ow to the metering ori 
?ce. ' ' 

Referring now to FIGS. 5 and 6, the shut-off valve 
comprises three ball members, a pair‘ 80 and 82 dis 
posed uponone side of vthe resilient conduit, spaced 
apart along the length of the conduit, and ball member 
84 disposed upon the opposite side. In the preferred 
embodiment the ball members are of equal diameter, 
three-eighthsinch, the spacing S from outer edge to 
outer edge of the pair of ball members is seven-eighths 
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inch, and the ball member 84 is aligned with the center 
of this dimension. Ball members 80 and 82 reside in ra 
dial slots 86 relative to hose 98 which permit free ball 
rotation but no lateral movement along or across the 
resilient hose. Inward or radial adjustment of the ball 
members 80 and 82 is accomplished by adjustment 
screws 88. In normal ?ow conditions the members 80 
and 82 are adjusted inwardly to depress the ball mem 
bers against the resilient hose and to rise above the in 
termediate land 90 extending between them. The ball 
member 84 is in the retracted position shown in FIG. 
5. When it is desired to choke the flow, air pressure P, 
is actuated, forcing piston 92 inwardly, compressing 
spring 94, and urging ball member 84 toward the pair 
of ball members on the opposite side of the hose. This 
has an immediate choking effect, compare FIGS. 7 and 
8 of initial position to FIGS. 7a and 8a in choke posi 
tion, this effect being gradual over an extent of the 
hose, and of a non-wearing manner. It is thus possible 
to choke air flow of a given pressure by means of a 
much lower pressure in the’ piston chamber. In FIG. 5 
there is shown a resilient protective sleeve member 96 
having a bore through which extends a dacron braided 
elastomeric hose 98 of smaller diameter. _ 
During operation, as the ball members engage the 

hose, they do so with a gradually increasing effective 
surface, due to their spherical form, providing a gentle 
distortion and allowing‘ time for the elastomer sub 
stance to adjust and resiliently displace. Similarly, the 
balls being free to rotate in any direction are able to 
yield and rotate with the elastomeric substance, thus 
providing for relief of tendencies to build up stress in 
the substance. The effect of all of this is to enable re 
peated choke of the air-abrasive mixture without undue 
wear of the resilient hose member so that a relatively 
long life is achieved. ' 
The operation of the system as a whole is as follows: 

It is assumed that a work piece is positioned in the 
box 10 and the supply chamber 44 is ?lled with abra 
sive particles. Thereupon, with no pressure applied 
through either valves 49 or 33 a ?ne stream of abrasive 
particles can ?ow from the chamber 44 into the re 
ceiver 47 ready at any time to add abrasive particles to 
the air stream. Upon actuation of valve 49, actuating 
pressure P is applied to‘the conduit and initiates an air 
flow through the nozzle 20. This ?ow purges the system 
of residual'abrasive and entrains further abrasive parti 
cles from the ori?ce while the air conditions mentioned 
above maintain'the abrasive particles in the region of 
the ori?ce under an air-lubricated and disturbed condi 
tion promoting free ?ow. Under these conditions the 
supply chamber 44 may be entirely full of abrasive par 
ticles, even of particles which have a high tendency to 
compress or clog and no intervening shakers or other 
members are required, the full height of the abrasive 
particles being directly exposed to the ori?ce of the 
hourglass con?guration. .When it is desired to increase 
the air ?ow, regulator 43 is adjusted. The pressure in 
the supply chamber 44 is dependent upon the'pressure 
of the air ?owing through'the conduit in this preferred 
embodiment, and varies therewith. 
When it is desired suddenly to stop the ?ow of this 

abrasive-air mixture, actuating pressure P,,' is applied to 
valve member 30, which urges the piston 92 and ball 84 
inwardly against the two opposing balls which effec~ 
tively chokes the tube and prevents further ?ow. Under 
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these conditions, rather than the abrasive feeding de 
vice in the region of the conduit ?lling with particles, 
a steady ?ow may be maintained according to hour 
glass principles. When i't‘is desired to reinitiate ?ow, 
lever 33 is again actuated to release air pressure P,, 
upon the valve 30 whereupon spring 94 returns the pis 
ton, the resiliency of the hose'and more importantly the 
air pressure within the hose returning ball member 84 
upwardly to cuase the hose to open and ?ow of the 
abrasive-air mixture resumes. With the air ?ow ranging 
from near zero velocity to the top speed operating ve 
locity, the abrasive feed device maintains ?ow at the 
ori?ce and meters abrasive into the air stream in appro 
priate amounts. ' _ 

It will be understood that the foregoing is a descrip 
tion of the presently preferredembodiment of the in 
vention and that numerous variations therein are possi 
ble within the spirit and scope of the following claims. 

What is claimed is: 
l. A blasting system including a conduit for air from 

a pressurized source, a supply chamber for particles 
and a device for introducing the particles, to the air as 
it ?ows in said conduit wherein said chamber has an 
outlet in its-bottom communicating with said conduit 
through a restricted ori?ce for gravity feed of said par 
ticles to said air, said chamber being otherwise effec~ 
tively closed, and the ori?ce and conduit constructed 
and arranged so that air passes through said ori?ce 
from said conduit into said chamber in response to, and 
to replace, particles moving oppositely from said cham 
ber through said ori?ce into said air ?ow. 

2. The system of claim 1 including a second chamber 
below said conduit in the region of said ori?ce of said 
supply chamber, said second chamber having an ori?ce 
positioned in the immediate vicinity of said ?rst ori?ce ' 
to receive excess abrasive. 

3. The system of claim 2 in which said ?rst ori?ce is 
positioned to discharge from said supply chamber di 
rectly downwardly into said air conduit and said second 
ori?ce is in substantial vertical alignment with said ?rst 
ori?ce- and extends from said conduit downwardly to 
said second chamber. _ ' 

4. The system of claim 1 wherein said ori?ce is 
smaller in diameter than the diameter of said conduit. 

5. The system of claim 4 wherein said ori?ce is a sin 
gle hole of less than one-sixteenth inch diameter and 
the conduit is less than one-eighth inch in diameter. 

6. The system of claim 1 wherein an integral member 
has'a passage formed therethrough de?ning a section 
of said conduit and a hole formed perpendicular to said 
passage de?ning said ori?ce, said hole opening out 
wardly from said ori?ce de?ning a funnel surface for 
directing particles from said ‘supply chamber to said or 
i?ce. 

7. The system of claim 2 wherein said supply and sec-. 
- ondary chambers combine to provide effectively an 
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hourglass con?guration and said air conduit extends 
through the neck portion of said hourglass con?gura- . 
tion at an angle to the hourglass ?ow axis. 

8. The system of claim 1 comprising a section of con 
duit downstream of said ori?ce comprised of resilient 
material and a shut~off device for the particles and air 
mixture comprising three ball members, a pair posi 
tioned on one side of said conduit and one positioned 
on the other side in opposition thereto and‘ means for 
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urging said one ball member relatively toward the other 
two thereby to choke said conduit. 

9. The abrading system of claim 8 wherein said ball 
members are so urged together in response to air pres 
sure. 

10. A blasting system including a conduit for air from 
a pressurized source, a supply chamber for particles 
and a device for introducing the particles to the air as 
it flows in said conduit wherein said chamber has an 
outlet in its bottom communicating with said conduit 
through a restricted ori?ce‘for gravity feed of said par 
ticles to said air, a second chamber below said conduit 
in the region of said ori?ce of said supply chamber, said 
second chamber having'an ori?ce positioned in the im 
mediate vicinity of said ori?ce to receive excess parti 
cles, said chambers connected to provide an hourglass 
con?guration, and said conduit extending through the 
neck of said hourglass con?guration at an angle to the 
hourglass flow axis. 

11. The system of claim 10 wherein the ori?ces of 
each of said chambers are ‘of identical cross section and 
vertically aligned with each other. _ 

12. The system of claim 11 including means to invert 
said hourglass con?guration to reuse the particles 
which‘fall into said second chamber. 

13. The system of claim 10 wherein said conduit is of 
constant cross section through the neck portion of said 
hourglass con?guration. 

14. A blasting system including a conduit for air from 
a pressurized source, a supply chamber for ?ne parti 
cles and a device for introducing the particles to the air 
as it ?ows in said conduit, wherein said chamber has an 
outlet in its bottom communicating with said conduit 
through a restricted ori?ce for gravity feed of said par 
ticles to said air, a section of conduit downstream of 
said ori?ce comprised of resilient material and a shut 
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8 
off device for the particles and air mixture comprising 
three ball members, a pair positioned on one side of 
said conduit and one positioned on the other side in op 
position thereto and means for urging said one ball 
member relatively toward the other two whereby to 
choke said conduit. 

15. The system of claim 14 wherein said one ball 
member is of diameter greater than the spacing be 
tween said pair of ball members. 

16. The system of claim 15 including adjustment 
means for adjusting each of said pair of ball members 
toward said resilient conduit. 

17. The system of claim 15 wherein a pneumatic cyl 
inder is associated with one ball member adapted to 
urge it against said resilient conduit. 

18. A blasting system valve comprising a passage 
through which a resilient hose can extend, a pair of ball 
members on one side of said passage, one ball member 
on the other side of said passage and means for urging 
the one ball member toward said pair whereby‘ to choke 
the ?ow through said passage. 

19. The system of claimv 18 wherein said ball mem 
bers are constrained from translation but free to rotate 
about their respective centers. 

20. The system of claim 18 wherein said pair of ball 
members are spaced from each other a distance less 
than the diameter of said one ball member. 
21. The system of claim 18 wherein each of said pair 

of ball members is associated with an adjustment de 
vice for adjusting its depression into the wall of said 
hose and a pneumatic means for urging said one ball 
member toward said pair to increase, said depression 
upon each of said pair of ball members while itself op 
positely depressing said hose, cooperating to choke the 
?ow. 
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